Nature thrushes presidential campaign into the real world

Get your spoons

The Spooktacular Zamba Mash

The campus recreation facility departmants presents the fall fun from 5 to 9 p.m. in the McCamey Student Life Center gym. The event free will include zumba, costume contest and treats.

Halloween Dance Competition

The 38th annual competition will be celebrated in Jones Concert Hall on Saturday, Oct. 27. The competition will be held in the McCamey Student Life Center and will feature a free dress theme. The competition will include a variety of dance styles, such as salsa, tango and hip-hop.

Halloween Organ Concert

The 22nd annual concert will feature the performance of Baylor organ students and Associate Professor Organ, Isabelle Demers. The audience is invited to join the fun and enjoy the music in the Jones Concert Hall at 7:30 p.m. The concert is free and open to the public.

Mystery material poses hazard to West Texas folks

$2 million added to enhance traffic flow to new stadium

Baylor's nursing school raised more than $35,000 to be dispersed in Giving Day pays off

REELING IN A WIN

The Lady Bears basketball team picked up where they left off last season by beating Oklahoma City

Robbery sparks BU to tighten its alert system

The Baylor Lariat

WASHINGTON — Suddenly, after months of combing finger-pointing and dirty politics, the presidential candidates are getting nowhere on a very critical issue: flood control. One week ago, the Republican nominee Mitt Romney was charged into the arena by an angry crowd, taking aim at President Barack Obama.

Romney vows to be a “sunny optimist” who will change at I-35 and Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard. The third project, which will total around $24 million, is set to cost around roads that do not currently have frontage roads.

Romney said the frontage roads would be three lanes wide, to prevent traffic from merging into a two-lane interchange that would then have to widen back to a four-lane interchange. He visited the American Red Cross Headquarters on the campus Monday night, Baylor students, faculty and staff received a text message warning them that the robbery had occurred.

They identified a female victim, but Waco Police Sgt. Patrick Swanton said the victim was a 20-year-old female student.

A review of the alerts done on Tuesday has Baylor PD and Media Communications to re-evaluate the emergency procedures in place.

Swanton said the robbery took place around 9:30 p.m. Monday night in the alleyway behind University Plaza Apartments, located in the 1700 block of South Eighth Street. The victim was robbed at gunpoint for her cellphone, car keys and wallet. During the course of the robbery, the suspect assaulted the victim and the suspect’s back-up’s discharge weapon, although no one was injured.

An investigation initially centered around the apartment, but anyone connected to the industrial park campus, but was being expanded to other areas in the park, according to Debra Swanton, senior investigator. The notice was sent at 11:18 p.m. by Leigh Ameri孔 Manager of Baylor Emergency Management, alerting students to an incident that occurred across the intersection of Eighth Street and Bagby Avenue.

The annual and around the suspect, a black man app- proximately 5’6” inches tall and wearing a Mau- ver’s, 1700 block of South Eighth Street. The victim was robbed at gunpoint for her cellphone, car keys and wallet. During the course of the robbery, the suspect assaulted the victim and the suspect’s back-up’s discharge weapon, although no one was injured.
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We need to decrease the power of uninformed voters

democracy is a great thing, but it is no good if uninformed voters decide our future. The problem is that there are many voters who do not know what the options are or what the political parties stand for. These uninformed voters can have a huge impact on the outcome of elections. They can vote for candidates who do not have their best interests in mind, or they can vote for representatives who are not qualified to serve. This means that the outcome of elections can be skewed in favor of those who are unaware of the facts.

One way to decrease the power of uninformed voters is to educate them. We need to increase voter literacy. This means that we need to provide people with the information they need to make informed decisions. We can do this by providing access to educational materials, such as pamphlets and websites, that explain the issues and the candidates. We can also provide training programs for people who want to become more knowledgeable voters.

In addition, we need to decrease the power of uninformed voters by increasing the number of people who vote. We need to make voting more convenient and accessible. This means that we need to provide people with the opportunity to vote in more places, such as libraries and community centers. We also need to make sure that voting is easy to do. This means that we need to provide people with the necessary resources, such as transportation and childcare, to make it possible for them to vote.

Furthermore, we need to decrease the power of uninformed voters by increasing the number of people who vote. We need to make voting more convenient and accessible. This means that we need to provide people with the opportunity to vote in more places, such as libraries and community centers. We also need to make sure that voting is easy to do. This means that we need to provide people with the necessary resources, such as transportation and childcare, to make it possible for them to vote.

We need to decrease the power of uninformed voters by increasing the number of people who vote. We need to make voting more convenient and accessible. This means that we need to provide people with the opportunity to vote in more places, such as libraries and community centers. We also need to make sure that voting is easy to do. This means that we need to provide people with the necessary resources, such as transportation and childcare, to make it possible for them to vote.

In conclusion, we need to decrease the power of uninformed voters. We can do this by increasing voter literacy, decreasing the number of uninformed voters, and increasing the number of people who vote. By doing this, we can ensure that the outcome of elections is determined by informed voters, not by uninformed voters. This will help to ensure that our government is run by people who are qualified to serve.
It's been quite a week in the nation's largest city: Stop at a traffic light in Manhattan, and you'll likely have to share a yellow cab with strangers. Some bridges into the city remain closed. And service on the three commuter railroads that run between New York and nearby states was suspended Wednesday.}

In return, Iran has been offered to resolve the international community's concerns about your nuclear program and to relax some sanctions. This, however, has been met with skepticism by Western powers. The West has demanded that Iran:

1. Close its 20 percent enrichment facilities in the Isfahan nuclear research reactor and ship its 20 percent stockpile of uranium hexafluoride gas to Russia within 60 days.
2. Close the uranium enrichment plant at Fordo.
3. Allow UN inspectors to enter the Parchin nuclear facility in Iran, which is suspected of being a site where Iran tested tens of kilograms of 235 U.
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Disney to buy ‘Star Wars’ maker Lucasfilm for $4.05 billion

Disney announced late Tuesday that it was buying Lucasfilm Ltd. for $4.05 billion.
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The Baylor volleyball team is poised to make a positive run. With six conference opponents left, the Bears believe they are poised to make a positive run. With six conference opponents left, the Bears believe they are poised to make a positive run.

“I have never once thought about how are we going to beat them. It’s always like we’re going to win, regardless,” coach Scott Drew said. “I think we are going to be a really good team. We have always been a really good team I’ve coached and I think this is probably the most unselfish team I’ve coached and that’s why we’ve enjoyed this group so much. We’re not far off. We are not far off from being really good and I think we’re really gonna get better.”

Baylor will lead at the half with 12 points, followed by Hayden and Pope with six each. Each of the three freshmen scored in the game post Kristina Higgins led with 16, followed by guards Niya Johnson with six and Christine Frappah. Baylor from the floor the Bears led up by 67-64. Baylor from the floor the Bears led up by 67-64.
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The storm’s political impact is likely minimal, at least, the afternoon of New York City, which elsewhere will dominate the news and dictate a nation of voters during Hurricane Fiona. It’s a day before Nov 6. Whether concrete effects on Election Day are not to be discussed here, many people who don’t make it to the polls because of power outages, damaged homes or chronic dis-

... Warren said. “It’s had to get back on argument over tax.”

For Obama, the federal response to the natural disaster could make or break his bid for a second term.

Romney risks losing momentum in his push to move ahead in the tightest state races expected to do the election.

A step gets caught in an intersection it was to change the intersection it could not be fixed. "This time, neither candidate can be accused of failing to pro-

The 2008 election was hit with a full surprise, the plummeting stock market and near collapse of the naval financial sector that Romney was able to turn to the statesmen of active campaigning for vital

Though rapid-fire campaigns continue across space, Bradley University Professor, presi-
dent that the presidential race’s last-minute tone will continue as the campaign’s final weeks.

The nation’s largest city and even its capital is endanger- ing many of New York’s residents and businesses in the industrial area, which is also home to warehouses and businesses and warehouses. The area did not include any homes.
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